Effect of a yellow filter on brightness evaluated by asymmetric matching: measurements and predictions 
Introduction
The possible advantages of yellow lenses for normal subjects are still under discussion. Not only is there no agreement about whether these filters improve some visual skills, but even when different authors do agree that a given effect occurs, the explanation of its causes differ.
Yellow filters are often recommended for activities, such as flying or skiing, requiring good performance in tasks involving contrast and luminance discrimination, depth perception and spatial resolution. But, although there is evidence in the literature supporting the conjecture that yellow filters improve the performance of these visual tasks (Wright 1949 , Campbell and Gubisch 1967 , Kislin et al 1968 , Pokorny et al 1968 , Clark 1969 , Luria 1972 , Miller 1974 , Reading and Weale 1974 , Sivak and Bobier 1978 , Lermann 1980 , Kinney et al 1983 , Yap 1984 , Bockelmann 1987 , Dees and Lyle 1989 , Kelly 1990 , Rieger 1992 , Provines et al 1992 , Chung and Pease 1993 , Rabin and Wiley 1996 , Provines et al 1997 , Wolffsohn et al 2000 , de Fez et al 2002 , evidence to the contrary also abounds (Aarnisalo 1987 , Allen 1964a , Clark 1968 , Ginsburg and Nelson 1978 , Kelly et al 1984 , Leguire and Suh 1993 , Lynch and Brilliant 1984 , Thomas and Kuyk 1988 , Verriest 1963 , Wyszecki 1956 ).
It must also be noted that many authors reporting beneficial effects of yellow filters stress that they happen only under certain observation conditions. For instance, improvement of detection and resolution thresholds depends on age (Luria 1972) , so that a given scene seen with these filters seems less bright as the age of the subject increases. Test size also plays a role, and so, for example, yellow filters do not significantly enhance the brightness of small stimuli (Kelly 1990) . The effect of the filter also changes with luminance: to take again the example of brightness, which is the object of our present study, enhancement seems to be maximal within the luminance interval defined by the chromatic threshold with the filter and the rod-saturation level (Kelly 1990) . But here also disagreement arises, because other authors have found that the yellow filter may improve performance under photopic conditions, but not at scotopic or mesopic illumination levels (Davey and Sheridan 1953 , Richards 1964a , Richards and Grolman 1962 , Yap 1984 . Even if we admit that yellow filters do improve the brightness, contrast discrimination, depth perception and visual acuity, we are still left with the problem of finding the reasons for this behaviour. Here also the literature shows little agreement. Bockelmann (1987) , Lermann (1980) and Miller (1974) assume yellow filters augment retinal contrast due to fluorescence reduction in the eye lens, which explains their effect on visual performance. Reading and Weale (1974) and Sivak and Bobier (1978) attribute the contrast increment to a reduction of chromatic aberration effects due to the elimination of short wavelengths. Pupillary diameter increments (Chung and Pease 1993) and psychological associations of yellow light with bright sunlight (Wright 1949 ) have also been held responsible for the brightness increment observed with yellow filters.
The first attempt to find the neural origin of this effect is due to Kinney et al (1983) . They found that these filters reduce the reaction time to low-contrast, midrange spatial frequency gratings and they concluded that the response of the chromatic mechanisms might have increased. Wolffsohn et al (2000) performed a forced choice experiment showing that yellow filters raise the overall brightness of natural scenes with blue skies. Although they explain this effect basically as a consequence of increased luminance contrast, Wolffsohn et al suggest that the reduction of short-wavelength light would eventually enhance the response of the yellowblue mechanism, in the line of Kinney and co-workers. Rod-intrusion in the responses of the chromatic mechanisms has also been offered as an explanation of the brightness enhancement found with these filters (Kelly 1990 ). This hypothesis is consistent with the reduction of the effect for small targets and luminances above rod-saturation level.
This paper has two objectives. The first is to determine whether yellow filters increase the brightness, either in comparison with the naked eye or with a luminance-matched grey filter, for samples varying in chromaticity and luminance on surrounds of different chromaticities. The motivation behind this is that experimental results in the literature contradict one another and more comprehensive data sets are necessary to settle such contradictions. The second aim is to determine whether a colour vision model can predict these brightness increments. If such a model exists, we would at least possess a tool to predict the effect of a yellow filter on a given scene, within the application range of the model. Moreover, if the mechanisms of the model were reasonably well correlated with the physiology of the visual system, the effect of the yellow filter could be quantitatively explained in terms of the responses of the chromatic mechanisms of the model, which would be an improvement on the fragmentary or qualitative explanations offered by the literature.
Experiment I. Effect of the yellow filter on sample brightness
When normal subjects wear yellow glasses, do they perceive objects as brighter or darker than without them? To answer this question, we have measured the brightness of a set of coloured samples in different environments, seen either with or without a yellow filter.
Methods
Two trained female observers with normal colour vision, AF and AD, aged 26 and 53, respectively, took part in a experiment to compare the brightness of coloured samples seen with and without the yellow filter whose spectral transmittance, τ (λ), is shown in figure 1(a) . The observers were naive as to the purposes of the experiment. The measurements consisted in haploscopically matching the brightness of each test stimulus and an equal-size achromatic reference stimulus. The luminance of the matching reference stimulus was taken as a measurement of test brightness. The haploscopic matching technique used avoids problems related with adaptation and memory effects when dealing, as we do, with different viewing conditions for test and reference (asymmetric matching).
The stimuli were generated in a CRT monitor, which was previously calibrated by measuring the luminance and chromaticity of the red, green and blue phosphors as a function of digital value. With this information, the digital values minimizing the distance in the CIEXYZ tristimulus space between generated and desired stimuli were computed using the COLORLAB library (Malo and Luque 2002) for Matlab ® . The spatial configuration of the display, including information about stimulus size, is shown in figure 2 . The CIE1931 chromaticity coordinates of the samples are listed in table 1. The observer saw with the left eye a coloured test sample, either against a uniform black surround or against a coloured proximal field, set in an achromatic surround (sample 38). Proximal fields were either achromatic (again sample 38), yellow (sample 37) or blue (sample 36). With the right eye, the observer viewed the achromatic reference stimulus, whose chromaticity is that of sample 38, shown against a black surround. At each trial, the initial luminance of the reference stimulus changed randomly. A sliding bar allowed the subject to vary the luminance of the reference stimulus to match the brightness of the test sample by the adjustment method. The luminance range of the device was (0, 170 cd m −2 ). Measurements were made under two different observation conditions: the samples on the left half of the set-up were either seen with the naked eye or through the yellow filter placed before the left eye. No filter was ever placed before the right eye. The measurement session began with a 3 min adaptation stage. The adapting stimulus (sample 39) covered both halves of the set-up and also appeared briefly (30 s) between consecutive trials. In a measurement session, the observer matched the brightness of each of the 35 test samples, appearing in random order, under constant observation conditions (presence or absence of filters and chromaticity of the proximal field). Results are the mean of the matching luminances obtained in six sessions.
Results
In figure 3 we have plotted the mean luminance of the achromatic reference that matches the sample brightness when the observer is wearing the yellow filter versus the mean luminance of the matching achromatic reference when the samples are seen with the naked eye. Filled symbols correspond to those samples whose reference luminance values with and without the filter differ significantly (t-test with p 0.05). Although such samples are few, the general trend is that the filter darkens more the samples with the black surround (figure 3(a)) and the yellow proximal field (figure 4(b)) than with the achromatic and blue proximal fields (figures 3(b) and 4(a), respectively). Although from these plots it cannot be affirmed that the achromatic and blue proximal fields cause a global brightness increment, it is true that the number of samples whose brightness increases with the yellow filter is much larger with the blue proximal field than with any of the others. For each proximal field, the significance of the global brightness changes introduced by the yellow filter was assessed by means of a t-test (table 2) . When the proximal field is black or yellow the yellow filter causes significant brightness decrements for both observers (at level 0.05) in comparison with the brightness perceived with the naked eye. With the achromatic proximal field, the filter significantly decreases the brightness for AF but does not introduce significant changes for AD. Finally, with the blue proximal field, the yellow filter either significantly increases the brightness (observer AD) or does not cause significant changes (observer AF). A one-factor ANOVA test shows that proximal field chromaticity introduces significant differences in the behaviour of the filter ( p < 0.05, not shown). If we compare mean sample changes caused by the yellow filter for the different proximal fields, it results that the yellow filter impairs the brightness significantly less for the blue proximal field than as for any of the others (at significance level 0.05 for AD and 0.07 for AF, not shown). Table 2 . Two-tail and one-tail t-test results at significance level 0.05 for the comparison of mean sample brightness seen with the naked eye and with the yellow filter, for the four proximal fields (PFs) used and observers AF and AD. Positive means indicate that the luminance of the matching stimulus is greater when the sample is seen with the naked eye. P is the probability of observing the given result by chance given that the null hypothesis, 'mean brightnesses are equal', is true. Alternative hypotheses are 'mean sample brightnesses are not equal' (P = ), 'mean sample brightness is greater with the yellow filter than with the naked eye' (P y>w f ), and 'mean sample brightness with the yellow filter is smaller than without filter' (P y<w f ). 
Theoretical predictions
Few models can be used to predict the brightness with the set of different experimental conditions we are interested in. Among neural models (Hurvich and Jameson 1957 , Ingling and Tsou 1977 , Guth et al 1980 , Boynton 1986 , Guth 1991 , 1993 , 1994a , 1994b , 1995 , De Valois and De Valois 1993 ), Guth's ATD model, particularly ATD95 (Guth 1995) , is the best candidate because it is the only one that includes two opponent stages, static non-linearities and adaptation mechanisms, and because it would serve to cover also our second aim. Unfortunately, this model cannot be used when simultaneously the surround is coloured and the illuminant changes. Many colour appearance models could, on the other hand, be used to predict brightness changes in the experimental conditions we mean to test (Nayatani et al 1987 , Hunt 1991 , 1994 , Fairchild and Berns 1993 , Luo et al 1996 , Luo and Hunt 1998 , Moroney et al 2002 . Among these models, Hunt's is the best candidate, because both the related and unrelated colour versions work well under the set of conditions we explore. However, appearance models would not allow us to predict what happens with the chromatic mechanisms, because the correlation between the physiology of the visual system and the stages of appearance models is generally weaker than for neural models. We will study whether Hunt's model or ATD95 fits better with our experimental results. If the predictions of ATD95 fit our data reasonably well, we will try to relate the effects of the yellow filter on the brightness with the responses of the chromatic mechanisms of this model.
We have considered a set of coloured stimuli-all the samples in the Munsell Atlas with Values from 2 to 9-in three spatial configurations matching those of our experiment: (1) samples on a black surround (unrelated samples), (2) samples on a large uniform achromatic surround of 20% luminance factor (N/5 in Munsell notation) and (3) samples in a coloured proximal field with an N/5 achromatic surround. These proximal fields are Munsell samples 5Y 5/8 and 5PB 5/8, although 5G 5/8 and 5R 5/8 have been occasionally used for comparison, even if the corresponding results will not be discussed in detail. In what follows, we shall refer to the proximal fields just as yellow, blue, green and red.
The set of samples includes metamers under D65 of all the stimuli used in experiment I. We work with a larger set of stimuli because we cannot expect a model to predict well the results of our observers for each single sample. Therefore, we will test only whether the tendencies of the theoretical predictions match those of the experimental results. Except for the third configuration, which for the reasons discussed in section 1 can be treated only with Hunt's model, the sample brightness under illuminant D65 was computed with the two models (see the appendix for details of how the models were used). The value of the luminance of the perfect diffuser under the illuminant is used to describe the illumination level.
The tristimulus values of the samples are computed as follows:
where k m = 683 W −1 m 2 strd, E(λ) is the relative spectral distribution of the illuminant (D65) in W m −2 strd −1 nm −1 , k 0 is a scaling constant, chosen so that a perfect diffuser under illuminant k 0 E(λ) has luminance Y 0 , and ρ(λ) is the reflectance of the sample. When the Hunt model is used, x(λ), y(λ) and z(λ) are the CIE-1931 colour matching functions, whereas for ATD95 Judd's correction (1951) is used. When the samples are seen through the yellow filter, their tristimulus values are given by the following equation:
where the spectral transmittance of the filter, τ (λ), is that of figure 1(a) . Figure 1(b) shows how this filter affects the luminance of the set of samples. The overall effect is a luminance reduction by a factor 0.81, approximately.
For unrelated colours, both models predict that the yellow filter impairs the brightness (figures 3(c), (e)), in agreement with experimental data ( figure 3(a) ). However, with the achromatic background, Hunt's model predicts brightness increments for all Munsell Values ( figure 3(d) ), whereas according to ATD95 all samples would suffer brightness decrements ( figure 3(f) ). Although some samples were experimentally found to increase the brightness with this background, most suffer a brightness reduction ( figure 3(b) ). This result fits better with the predictions of ATD95.
The influence of proximal field chromaticity on how the filter affects the brightness, according to Hunt's model, can be seen in figures 4(c) and (d). The yellow filter always decreases the sample brightness with the yellow proximal field ( figure 4(d) ), in agreement with experimental results ( figure 4(a) ). However, whereas the model predicts that the filter would always enhance the brightness with the blue background (figure 4(c)), experimentally this occurs only in roughly half of the samples ( figure 4(b) ). The changes predicted by Hunt's model for the yellow and blue proximal fields are much larger in magnitude than for the red and the green ones. With these proximal fields, the yellow filter increases the brightness of some samples and decreases that of others, but the magnitude of the brightness changes is always small (not shown).
Experiment II. Comparison between yellow and luminance-matched grey filters
We compare the brightness of samples seen with the yellow filter or with a neutral filter, with transmittance τ n (λ) = k n ∀λ, effecting the same overall luminance reduction. The value of k n was computed so that a perfect diffuser under illuminant D65 would have the same luminance through the neutral as through the yellow filter with transmittance τ (λ), that is:
Note that the value of k n is very close to the factor 0.81 by which the yellow filter reduces on average the luminance of the whole population of samples. Let us assume that the tristimulus values we have obtained with (E.1) are equal to those we would obtain with this neutral Table 3 . Two-tail and one-tail t-test results at significance level 0.05 for the comparison of mean sample brightness seen with the yellow filter and a luminance-matched grey one, for the four proximal fields (PFs) used and observers AF and AD. Positive means indicate that the luminance of the matching stimulus is greater when the sample is seen with the grey filter. P is the probability of observing the given result by chance given that the null hypothesis, 'mean brightnesses are equal', is true. Alternative hypotheses are 'mean sample brightnesses are not equal' (P = ), 'mean sample brightness is greater with the yellow filter than with the grey one' (P y>w f ), and 'mean sample brightness with the yellow filter is smaller than with the grey one' (P y<w f ). filter, when the illuminant is scaled by a factor k C . Since it follows that
95% confidence
then tristimulus values of the samples through the yellow filter, under this new illuminant, are
These equations were used to avoid having to produce physically the appropriate neutral filter and to reduce the number of measurements the observers had to make.
Methods
We used the experimental set-up described section 2.1 but increasing the luminance of the stimuli in the scene by a factor 1/k n . Stimulus chromaticity was unchanged. The brightness of these samples seen with the yellow filter was compared with the brightness of the original samples seen with the naked eye, measured in experiment I, which simulate the effect of the equivalent neutral filter.
Results
The firmest conclusion we may extract from the experimental results is that observers tend to perceive samples darker with yellow than with neutral filters when the proximal field is yellow ( figure 6(b) ), whereas the reverse is true for the blue proximal field ( figure 6(a) ). In both cases, nevertheless, we may find some samples going against the general trend. For samples against black ( figure 5(a) ) and achromatic surrounds ( figure 5(b) ), the general effect is closer to that of the blue proximal field, although the number of samples appearing brightest with the neutral filter has noticeably increased, up to almost half the samples in the case of unrelated colours. For each proximal field, a t-test was performed to search for significant global brightness differences between the yellow the luminance-matched neutral filters (table 3) .
In comparison with the luminance-matched neutral filter, the yellow one causes significant brightness increments (at the level 0.05) with the black proximal field for observer AF and for the achromatic and blue ones for observer AD. Significant brightness decrements occur only when the proximal field is yellow and this for both observers. Brightness differences are not significant in the other cases. As in the previous experiment, a one-factor ANOVA test shows that proximal field chromaticity introduces significant differences in the behaviour of the filter ( p < 0.05, not shown). If we compare the mean brightness changes induced by the yellow filter for the different proximal fields, we find that for observer MD the yellow filter impairs the brightness significantly less for the blue proximal field than for any of the others (at significance level 0.05, not shown). However, for observer AF this would be true only in comparison with the yellow proximal field.
Theoretical predictions
According to ATD95, the yellow filter would not greatly increase the overall brightness of samples against black or achromatic surrounds in comparison with neutral glasses. Some samples would appear slightly brighter with the yellow filters, but still many samples would look darker (figures 5(c), (d)), which is basically in agreement with the experimental results (figures 5(a), (b)). For Hunt's model, however, the yellow filter increases the brightness of samples in both cases (figures 5(e), (f)). The yellow proximal field would make samples appear darker with the yellow than with the neutral filter ( figure 6(d) ). With the blue proximal field, however, the yellow filter improves the brightness in comparison with the neutral one, to a much larger degree than with the black and achromatic surrounds ( figure 6(c) ). These predictions are consistent with the experimental results (figures 6(a), (b)). As in section 2.3, blue and yellow proximal fields provide much larger changes than red and green ones. In fact, for red and green proximal fields Hunt's model predicts only small differences between yellow and neutral filters, although the brightness is slightly improved by the yellow filter (not shown). 
Discussion
We have found experimentally that the yellow filter is capable of enhancing the brightness of individual coloured samples, and this fact may even result in overall brightness increments of a set of samples, both in comparison with the naked eye (although only with observer AD) and with a luminancematched neutral filter, at least when the proximal field is blue. Even when the yellow filter does not have a significant effect on brightness or when this effect is an overall brightness reduction, the most favourable condition for decreasing the brightness in the lest possible degree is the presence of a blue proximal field. If the surround is black or achromatic, the yellow filter is advantageous only in comparison with a neutral filter. The predictions of ATD95 are basically in agreement with our experimental results. Hunt's model also agrees with experimental data when the proximal field is blue or yellow. However, this model tends to overestimate the brightnessincreasing effect of the yellow filter when the surround is black (although only in comparison with the neutral filter) or achromatic. An analysis of the responses of the chromatic and achromatic mechanisms of the model that contribute to sample brightness could offer an explanation to the brightness increments observed with the yellow filters. As we said in section 2.3, we can do this with ATD95, at least for unrelated colours and for stimuli on an achromatic surround. In this model, the brightness is determined by the vector sum of the responses of the first-stage chromatic and achromatic mechanisms (see equation (A.1) in the appendix). A brightness increment may occur as a result of different combinations of the changes (positive or negative) the yellow filter may cause in the responses of the first-stage mechanisms of the model. However, for both black and achromatic surrounds, we have found ( figure 7(a) ) that Munsell samples exhibiting brightness increments belong to one of the two following categories.
(1) Samples causing a greater achromatic response with the yellow than with the neutral filter. This increment in the achromatic response must occasionally compensate a decrement in the 'global chromatic response', defined as the vector sum of the red-green (T 1f ) and blue-yellow (D 1f ) first-opponent-stage responses (in the selection represented in figure 7 there are no samples of this kind). In most cases, however, the global response of the chromatic mechanism also increases and such increments are linked to a luminance increment. Bear in mind that the transmittance of the neutral filter was computed to ensure that a perfect diffuser would have the same luminance with both filters, but this does not ensure equal luminance with the two filters for all samples. (2) Samples causing a larger chromatic response with the yellow than with the neutral filter, to such a degree that the decrease in the response of the achromatic mechanism is compensated. With very few exceptions, these are samples whose luminance decreases with the yellow filter.
The second group of samples is the more interesting of the two, because nobody would be surprised by the increment in brightness linked to an increment in luminance exhibited by the first group. Although the increment in chromatic response might be due as well to T as to D, all samples in group 2 owe their increment in the chromatic response to the blue-yellow mechanism. As can be seen in figure 7(b), an increment in the red-green response by itself never compensates the decrements produced in the other mechanisms. The mechanisms in ATD95 combine only cone responses and therefore they do not include rod contribution to the brightness. Although it has been shown that such a contribution would be a possible cause of the brightness enhancement due to yellow filters (Kelly 1990) , we have shown that ATD95 fits our experimental results reasonably well, suggesting that taking rods into account is not imperative.
The relevance of a mechanism with blue-yellow opponency has also been invoked as a decisive contribution to the effect (Kinney et al 1983 , Wolffsohn et al 2000 . Wolffsohn and co-workers basically explain the requirement of a blue proximal field to obtain a particularly large brightness enhancement as a consequence of the increment in the luminance (achromatic) contrast, also particularly large in this case. They suggest that the reduction of short-wavelength light would eventually enhance the response of a mechanism with yellow-blue opponency, because of a reduction in its opponent (subtractive) component, resulting in greater brightness. However, this might be an oversimplification of the problem, because the yellow filter does more than introduce luminance contrast changes. The full spectrum of the stimuli is modified, and changes in both the luminance and the chromaticity contents of a scene are produced. In fact, with Hunt's model, brightness increments with the blue proximal field happen regardless of sample chromaticity, even when the sample is also blue, and this suggests also that the increment of achromatic contrast is not the only explanation of the effect.
The relative contribution of the achromatic and chromatic changes introduced by the filters and their connection with the mechanisms of the visual system was first addressed, albeit qualitatively, by Kinney and co-workers (Kinney et al 1983) . They showed that a yellow filter reduced reaction times to sinusoidal gratings only for gratings whose spatial frequency favoured detection by a chromatic against an achromatic pathway, and argued that the increment of the chromatic response was the relevant feature to enhance visual performance with a yellow filter. However, they pointed out that they could not affirm anything about the relative contributions of the both chromatic mechanisms to the overall effect of the filter. Because of the nature of their experiment, they cannot affirm anything either about the relative contributions of the achromatic and chromatic mechanisms, in situations where the responses of both could contribute to increase brightness. The analysis we have carried out in this paper gives a possible answer to these questions.
Appendix
Sample brightness under different conditions was predicted using ATD95 (Guth 1995) and Hunt's model (Hunt 1991 (Hunt , 1994 . Using ATD95 with unrelated colours, we assumed self-adaptation, that is, the tristimulus values of the adapting stimulus are those of the sample. Using ATD95 with the achromatic surround, the adapting stimulus can be, in general, a linear combination of those of the surround and the test. However, considering that the size of the surround is larger than the test size, we assigned all the weight in this linear combination to the surround. We tested weights between 1 and 100 for the surround, and although the weight changes the brightness range obtained, it does not alter the trend of the results. The results shown in this paper are those derived with a weight equal to one. Brightness in this model is computed as the vector sum of the outputs of the first opponent stage: A 1f , the achromatic response, T 1f , the red-green response and D 1f , the blue-yellow response, that is:
(A.1)
With Hunt's model, we used the unrelated colours version (Hunt 1991) to compute the brightness of unrelated samples and the related colours version (Hunt 1991) with the 1994 modifications (Hunt 1994) for the samples surrounded by a proximal field and a surround. Typically, samples subtend about 2
• , the proximal field extends from about 2
• from the edge of the samples in all or most directions, and the surround extends about 10
• from the edge of the proximal fields. The spatial configuration used in the experiment is consistent with these values. The adapting stimulus was assumed to be a perfect diffuser under the observation conditions and the surround a stimulus of the same chromaticity as the adapting stimulus, but with 20% luminance factor.
